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CENTRAL FLYING SCHOOL

CHANGEINAFAMOUS NAMEINAVIATION

The Central Flying School has changed, its name, and its abode, Oldest,
and recognised the world over (even in Germany) as the most famous of flying

schools, it is known by thesymbols "C.F.S.".

In 1912 there were gathered together on wind-swept Salisbury Plain a

group of Army and Navy officers and a few civilians. They were the pioneers of

military aviation - attending the first C.F.S. course. To-day, not many minutes

by air from the same spot, there are gathered from the distant parts of the
Empire pilots who will carry on their great tradition, the first course of the

Empire Central Flying School.

It is a romantic tradition. On the first course were men like "Boom"

Trenchard, then a major in the army, now Marshal of the Royal Air Force

Lord Trenchard, founder of the R.A.F. as we know it to-day. On subsequent

courses were Marshal of the Air Force, Sir John Salmond, Air Chief Marshal
Sir Edgar Ludlow Hewitt, Air Chief Marshal, Sir Wilfrid Freeman, Air Chief

Marshal Sir Philip Joubert, Air Chief Marshal Sir Arthur Longmore, Air Vice

Marshal A. Coningham (now in Command of the R.A.F. "strafing" Rommel in the

Libyan desert), and Air Vice Marshal J.E.A. Baldwin, who went with his men to

Cologne on the first of the 1,000 a night raids* Air Chief Marshal Sir Wilfrid

Freeman and Air Vice Marshal Baldwin were subsequently to return to C.F.S. as

commandants. Two of the most famous fighter aces of this war, wing commandor

Bader and group captain V.Beamish, were students there.

Representatives of more than twenty nations from Sweden to China have

come to study flying at C.F.S. - Prince Bernhard of Holland and Don Alfonso of

Spain were taught there, it has had a strong and subtle appeal for every

aviator for whom it was not enough, merely to fly, but who wished to understand
and teach the art, A.C.F.S. course was the coveted prize of the military pilot

and it became the hallmark of the flier fit to instruct. C.F.S. has many

roots in Salisbury Plain but it was for nine years at Wittering and it has drawn

strength frost other sources - notably, the school of special flying started by

Smith-Barry at Gosport in 1917. The famous "Gosport speaking tubes” were

introduced there, a system of intercommunication between instructor and pupil

which, is still in general use.

/Previously



Previously on a certain training type, it had been necessary for the

instructor to sit pillion to the pupil and embrace him to handle the

controls. On others he had fully to stall the aeroplane to make himself

heard, (A handbook of the time refers a trifle sadly to the passing

of that system, it was thought that the pupil’s reaction had provided

a good test of his suitability, )

In 1920 C.F.S. became the acknowledged flying instructors’ school

and is the oldest of a family of such, schools that exist to-day in the

flying training command of the R.A.F. It became a root of central

authority to which flying problems were often referred and where the

handling of now types was studied. Photographs and trophies in the

old C.F.S. mess on the downs bore the names of pilots who have made

flying history - men like Stainforth, Atcherley and Waghorn, who flew

the prototype of the Spitfire, and other members of the Schneider trophy
terms. There was the single gun from McCudden's aircraft with which he

took so great a toll of German aircraft, and a crude wooden propeller
used by the Wright brothers in 1902 on one of the first power driven

aircraft ever to fly.

The atmosphere is, in its way, as venerable as the spirit of the

downs themselves. Many of the trophies have come on to the Empire

C.F.S. the spirit which permeated the old C.F.S. station will grow

at the new one, and the old tradition will be carried on, and will

develop.

The flying training scheme today is spread throughout the Empire
and it needs a new kind of focal point, C.F.S. has ceased to be a

flying instructors' school and has become a sort of airmen's university.

From, Great Britain, Canada, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand and

eventually from the United States as well, experienced instructors will

cane to the Empire C.F.S. to pool and expand their knowledge. Many have

personal experience of war flying, some wear decorations won fighting
above the wastes of Libya and Abyssinia, or flying from the decks

of ships at sea, defending the rocky fastnesses of Malta or the mountains

of Greece. They bring with them a knowledge of training and of war to

pass on to thebomber and fighter pilots of the future. The task will

be performed with the devotion which has earned for C.F.S. a unique

place in aviation.
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